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At the end of this workshop, you will be

able to:

1. Define team science

2. Understand team dynamics

3. Ask relevant questions before starting a

collaborative project

4. Draft collaborative agreements

5. Get more out of team science projects

THE WHAT 

WHY 

AND HOW 

OF TEAM SCIENCE

How to use collaborative cross-disciplinary research to help

solve complex challenges and achieve higher impact

1. Define Team Science

A group of scientists working together on a research project. 

Any size

Anywhere on the collaborative continuum 

Unidisciplinary                    Multidisciplinary                    Interdisciplinary

                   Transdisciplinary  

Forming

2. Team Dynamics

Storming

Norming

Performing

Adjourning

3. Relevant questions

4. Collaborative agreements

5. Get more out of team science projects

Always ask:

who's the team

any training

what the resources (and limits)

leadership structure

How about:

authorship

mentorship

side projects

new methods

new people

Intangibles:

attitudes and expectations

values and ethics

communication channels

socials

How do

we work

together

Social side

what is in it

for you?

How much does

everyone

understand each

others' expertise

expectations

What is

your top

skill

where is

funding?

authorship
collective

strengths

where are

experts?
timelines

How well do

we all get

along?

what are our

individual and

collective

responsibilities

project

goals

Can be less formal but need to be minuted

Should be co-created with everyone in the room

Need to align with broader, more formal agreements if any

Collaborative Agreements contain:

1. Who is doing what when

2. Who has which resource and what can they share

3. Establish a communication plan and make sure everyone has the tools

4. Agree on authorships and other methods of acknowledgement of due credit

5. Plan meeting schedule and include social time and networking

What else?

Integration and

Implementation Insights

Current post Five questions to

understand epistemology and

its influence on integrative

research processes September

21, 2021 13 Comments By Katie

Moon, Chris Cvitanovic,

Deborah A. Blackman, Ivan R.

Scales and Nicola K. Browne 1.

Katie Moon; 2. Chris Cvitanovic;

3. Deborah A. Blackman; 4. Ivan

R

I2insights

Home

INSciTS is the membership

organization for all stakeholders

invested in team science.

Individuals leading, engaging in,

managing, facilitating,

supporting, evaluating, and

producing scholarship on team

science will find a professional

home in INSciTS. INSciTS is a

forum to share the latest ...

Inscits

Leadership

Style:        Top down, bottom up, from the middle

Inclusive:  Every team member counts

Teaming:  Listening, responding and building trust

Common

Goal

Common

Goal

Yasmina 

Zoghbi

Twitter:  @sawsankhuri

LinkedIn: @Sawsan Khuri

researchers

one

discipline

many

disciplines

working 

in series

many disciplines

working in

parallel, more

integrated

involving non-

academic 

communities, or

creating a new

discipline

Is your team a salad or a smoothy?

Yasmina Zoghbi's entry to the Empire State Building

photocontest 2021. Flip it upside down... think differently.
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